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REBEL RESEARCHR      E        A       L                  R      E       S      U        L       T        S
u n i v e r s i t y  o f  m i s s i s s i p p i
Research at the University of Mississippi stretches across disciplines, 
offering insights into artifacts from thousands of years ago, building better 
Mississippi communities and uncovering new science that reaches the stars.
Here are a few examples of that research at UM:
Benefiting Mississippi
The Community Wellbeing Flagship Constellation awarded its first four seed grants 
to fund a range of research that affects Mississippi, from uncovering the link 
between water quality and health in Jackson to improving health behavior research. 
The constellation involves research teams of faculty, staff and students from the 
UM Oxford campus and the University of Mississippi Medical Center exploring and 
solving complex issues to build stronger, more vibrant Mississippi communities.
Unlocking the Past
Ancient met modern when 
classics professor Brad 
Cook and engineering 
professor Lance Yarbrough 
beamed two, more-than-
2,000-year-old Greek 
artifacts with a high-
energy X-ray fluorescence 
spectrometer to unlock 
the relics’ ages. The Greek 
inscriptions are part of the 
University Museum’s David 
M. Robinson Memorial 
Collection of Greek and 
Roman Antiquities, and 
the research continues 
Cook’s study that 
progresses scholarly 
research and improves 
the public’s education 
about the collection.
Opening the Universe
After receiving approval from the Mississippi Institutions of Higher Learning, the 
university launched its Center for Multi-messenger Astrophysics, which allows researchers 
to play a prominent role in the emergent field of multi-messenger astrophysics, a new 
branch of science born in 2015 through the discovery of gravitational waves. Multi-
messenger astrophysics studies “messengers” — electromagnetic waves, high-energy 
particles and gravitational waves — to reveal information about the universe.
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